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Virtual Environmental Trivia Challenge

Our Environmental Trivia Challenge is a fact-packed themed option of our traditional
Virtual Trivia Blast program. Combining state-of-the-art gaming with our engaging
professional hosts, our Environmental Challenge is both a fun and informative way for your
group to discuss and learn about the many facets of the earth’s ecosystems and the
amazing world around us.

This inspiring virtual quiz show is packed with fascinating insights about the current state of
affairs on the planet that we call home. Participants will be tested on facts relating to
environmental challenges we face, as well as the efforts to lessen our impact.

This program is a full participation interactive trivia challenge in which players’ apple or
android device becomes their individual response system.  With a mix of multiple-choice,
true/false, and fill-in-the-blank trivia questions, the faster players respond correctly to
questions, the more points they earn!

Along the way, polling questions and facilitated discussions about the topics covered will be
included, and participants will have a chance to share some of their own life experiences
around environmental issues, nature, and the optimistic outlook for the decades ahead.

This thought-provoking program is fun and engaging for players with all levels of
environmental knowledge, from basic to advanced. Whether you want to drive awareness of
recycling and sustainability, spark discussion on environmental advocacy and initiatives, or
just have a fun earth-centered activity, our Environmental Challenge is the perfect way to
enhance your virtual gathering!

Clients Talk About this Program
  

Our whole group enjoyed their Virtual Environmental Trivia Challenge and your facilitator
catered some of the questions for our participant locations. The entire event was fun, but I
liked the PSAs the best. The team bonding came from playing the game together and the
feedback I got was all positive. Your facilitator Russ was great! He was energetic, prepared,
and engaging!
Christine - Lucidworks

For photos and video, please visit our website at 
https://bestcorporateevents.com/programs/virtual-environmental-trivia-challenge  

  Or Scan QR Code to visit our website:

  

  Program Details

  
Group Size:

30 to 1,000+

Team Size:

N/A

Program Length:

60 to 75 minutes

Space Requirement

N/A

Setting:

Indoor

Physicality:

  What's Included?
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